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Abstract: To analyze large-scale public buildings’ energy-saving potential is one of the methods to realize
scientific energy control management and service. This method aims at a typical public building’s power-
consumed system. Through analyzing and comparing the consumption data, it succeeds in analyzing the use
efficiency of building power, consumption level and economic effects of the energy utilization. More over, this
method has a quantity analysis on the power-consumed unit’s building usage, so that it is able to find the unit’s
energy-saving potential. Its bases of all analyses are building energy balance and analyzing theory of energy
cost, analyzing theory of engineering economy and environment and rational distribution theory of energy
utilization system.
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INTRODUCTION

With the acceleration of domestic urbanization, high-
developing construction industry and its non-stop
expansion increases constructive consumption day by day
(Lu, 2010). The development of the large-scale public
buildings gets magnified by the rate of 3000-4000 m2/year
(Ding, 2007). When perusing comfortable work
environment, we promotes those public buildings’ energy
consumption too. As a result, high energy consumption of
large public buildings has popped out to be an outstanding
problem. Commonness features great total consumption,
high-increment speed and consumption index, low
efficiency in energy use of terminal equipment.

In order to control the consumption of office blocks
and public buildings efficiently, the government issued
guide rules of government agency office buildings’ and
large public buildings’ energy audit in 2007. The state has
begun to widely popularize application of power-saving
technologies and products and push the energy-saving
work in the whole society, strengthening people’s energy-
saving consciousness. This time through analyses of
power consumption of Wu Yang Hotel, a typical public
building, we compare three-year data of its power
consumption from its great power-used units and finally
we succeed in digging out its potential in constructive
energy-saving which is available for most units.

METHODOLOGY 

Basic conditions of relevant building in this case: Wu
Yang Hotel is located in the commercial center. It was
rebuilt from commerce trading center, which was

completed in 1995, to the existing hotel, which was
finished in 1998. Later, in 2003 this hotel made a new
decoration and in 2004 it was honored to be a four-star
hotel.

Basic situation of Wu Yang hotel: The hotel faces north
and south, with 76.5 m in height and total 20 floors (18
floors are over-ground and 2 floors are underground). Its
building area reaches to 1783.48 m2 and now it has 383
assigned beds. More over it is furnished with dining halls,
clubs, lavipeditum centers, shops, coffee houses, a
business center and meeting rooms, etc. All floors can be
identified by their functions that the first subterranean
layer is garage; the second subterranean has offices, staff
restaurants, equipment rooms and distributing substations.
Its halls and big market, dinning halls and places of
amusement, chartered storefronts such as Pizza and More
and Zhong Lu Hock the Line are situated in layer 1 to 4
respectively. Layers from 5 to 15 are guest rooms. The
sixteenth layer is meeting center. The seventeenth and
eighteenth layer are bars and KTV boxes.

The general situation of its power systems and the main
equipmet:

C The heating system and the hot-water system: The
two steam gas fired boilers supply all needed heat
and living hot water. The hot water is from steam
heat-exchangers and the heat from the hot water of
boilers which are equipped with the hydraulic
diaphragm pumps for slurry transportation goes to
the extremity of fan coils to bring warm to every
room.
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Table 1: The list of facilities of inner illuminative system
Device types Power/(W) Quantity Total power/(W)
Incandescent lamp 40 220 8800
Incandescent lamp 25 3520 88000
Energy-save lamp 10 640 6400
Energy-save lamp 8 470 3760
Fluorescent lamp 40 284 11360
Sport light 20 120 2400
Total 5254 120720

Table 2: The list of electricity-consumed office devices 
Device types Power/(W) Quantity Total power/(W)
Desktop computer 300 83 24900
Notebook computer 60 15 900
Fax machine 374 2 748
Copy machine 1000 2 2000
Printer 66 10 660
Water fountain 120 25 3000
Electric kettle 900 250 225000
Total 387 257208

C Refrigeration system: The two LiBr-H2O
refrigerating machine are worked by steam which
comes from boilers too. The roof of the forth floor
has been furnished with eight air-cooling towers, two
refrigerant pumps and two cooling pumps, which are
both equipped with frequency conversion and they
are both one-work and one-standby.

C Ventilation system: Every floor has its own fresh-air
system and air-return system. The fresh air will be
delivered to every room after treatment.

C Elevator system: There are two guest elevators and
one staff elevator.

C Other power systems and equipment: There are
illuminating systems and office devices, guest-room
electric devices and kitchen gas, etc. 

The list of main power equipment:

C The indoor illuminating system facilities and
office electricity utilization facilities: The main
illuminating facilities are electric incandescent lamps,
electricity-saving lamps, fluorescent lights, spot
lights and so on. Please see the details in Table 1.
The main indoor office electricity utilization facilities
are desktop computers and notebook computers, fax

machine, printer and copiers, bubblers and electric
kettles, etc. Please see the details in Table 2.

C The air conditioning system and facilities: The air
conditioning systems and facilities involve split-air-
conditioners, vertical air conditioners, central air
conditioners and so on, as shown in Table 3.

C Other ventilation systems and boiler systems:
Other ventilation systems involve smoke exhaust fans
and toilet exhaust fans, as shown in Table 4. The
boiler system of this hotel composes of hydraulic
diaphragm pumps and boilers, as shown in Table 5.

C The elevator system: The elevator system can be
seen in Table 6.

C Pumps in the main building of the hotel: The
pumps can be classified as living water-feeding
pumps, fire service pumps and waste water disposal
pumps and so on, as shown in Table 7.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analyses on building energy consumption: We use
Subentry Measures to record and calculate every kind of
energy consumption (Cai, 2011). Through its bills of
corresponding energy consumption we can calculate the
building relevant energy consumption of this hotel.

Total eenergy consumption of the building from 2006 to
2008:

C Monthly energy consumption from the year of 2006
to 2008

C Comparison between yearly and monthly power
consumption

From the years of 2006 to 2008, the power payment
account matched up to the record of hotel power
consumption. The monthly changes of the building power
consumption can be seen in Fig. 1. It is obvious that the
three years total power consumption was relatively stable
and the changes in quantity of electricity put up clear
seasonal nature. The height emerged from June to
September, December and January. While the peak
appeared in July  and August.  It was mainly because the

Table 3: The list of air conditioning system devices
Device types Power/(W) Quantity Total power/(W)
SANYO SAP-C128 (split type) 1270 2 2540
HAIER KFRS-23 (split type) 1460 3 4380
HAIERKFRS-35 (split type) 1650 2 3300
DAIKIN KFR-123W (VRV) 5280 7 36960
KELON DFR-712 (split type) 2750 3 8250
DUNAN FP-20W (fan coil) 40 41 1640
Shanghai Jinye FP-5 (fan coil) 25 240 6000
Shanghai DBK34Y (new draught fans) 550 13 7150
Jiangsu Shuangliang SXZ6-11517 (unit) 6300 one work and one-standby 6300
Shangyu Lianfeng 250X8 (cooling tower) 55000 one-work-and one-standby 55000
Cold and warm recycle pump 30000 one-work-and one-standby 30000
Cooling pump 55000 one-work-and one-standby 55000
Heat exchanger (living hot water) 2000 two-work-and one-standby 4000
Total 311 220520
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Table 4: The list of other ventilation system devices
Device types Power/(W) Quantity Total power/(W)
Smoke exhaust fans 2200 2 4400
Toilet exhaust fans 8 225 1800
Total 227 6200

Table 5: The list of boiler system facilities
Device types Power/(W) Quantity Total power/(W)
Amarican Clayton/ 2.08 kg/h one work natural gas
EO-204-ILOP one standby
(Boiler) boiler
Hydraulic 7500 one work one 7500
diaphragm pump standby pump
Total 2 7500

Table 6: The list of elevator facilities
Device types Power/(W) Quantity Total power/(W)
Shanghai schindler 20000 1 20000
Guangdong hitachi 20000 2 40000
Total 3 60000

Table 7: The list of pump facilities
Device types Power/(W) Quantity Total power/(W)
Living water pump 37000 2 74000
Fire pump 75000 2 150000
Waste water 10000 2 20000
disposal pump
Total 6 244000

Fig. 1: The monthly energy consumption

Fig. 2: The gas consumption from 2006 to 2008

air conditioners consumption should be higher in summer
and winter.

C Comparison among yearly and monthly gas
consumption: Since 2006 fuel has been superseded
by gas in this hotel. The payment bills matched up to

Fig. 3: Water Consumption from 2006 to 2008

Table 8: The total energy consumptions of the hotel yearly
Name of consumption/unit 2006 2007 2008
Electricity consumption/(kWh) 1635224 1659476 1517474
Gas consumption/(m3) 29164 391368 396880
Fuel consumption/(kg) 361540 0 0
Water consumption/(ton) 80551 77684 69957

Table 9: Summary of 3-year assessment of energy consumption
Name of consumption/unit 2006 2007 2008
Building total energy 773460 731126 720344
consumption/(kgce)
Building area energy 43.01 40.66 40.06
consumption/(kgce/m2)
Regular energy consumption (kgce) 742409 695165 685167
Regular energy consumption 1938 1815 1788
index (kgce/bed)
Average water consumption 81.12 78.23 70.45
(ton/person)
Tenants regular energy 24147 29303 29181
consumption/(kgce)

the record of gas consumption on the whole. The monthly
changes of the building’s gas consumption from 2006 to
2008 can be seen in Fig. 2. 

It is clear that the total gas use in 2007and 2008 was
relatively steady and its gas use presented evidently
seasonal changes. The use summit happened in summer
and winter too and it is checked and verified that the
higher gas consumption of center air conditioners during
these seasons reasoned the peaks again.

C Comparison among yearly and monthly water
consumption: In a word, the total water use is
relatively steady too and the payment bill basically
matched up to the record of water consumption.
Please see the monthly changes of its water
consumption from 2006 to 2008 in Fig. 3.

C Data of all kinds of energy consumption: Please
see the three years’ data collection of every kind of
energy consumption in Table 8. The final conclusion
is that the bills were accordance with hotel’s record.

The building area of this hotel is 17983.48 m2 and its
resident population comes to 993. There are 383 beds in
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Table 10: The electric consumption of areas and departments in 2008
Number of watt m Area Electric consumption Ratio (%)
1, 3 Housekeeping dep. 975067 64.29
2, 4, 5 Restaurant 213908 14.10
6 Hall 45527 3.00
7, 8 Air conditioners 117784 7.77
9 Japanese estaminet 19626 1.29
10, 18, 19 The third floor 55657 3.67
11, 12, 13 New and original chess 35337 2.33

and poker rooms
14, 15, 16, 17, 22 Sauna 35907 2.37
20, 21 Advertising chess and 17927 1.18

Card rooms in the forth floor
Total 1516740 100.00

this hotel. According to the building area and population,
we can get data of apportioned energy consumption in
Table 9.

Partition caculation of building regular consumption
and its propotion: The regular energy consumption of
this hotel refers electricity and gas. According to
calculation method of converting energies to standard
coal, we can convert electricity and gas to standard coal.
By doing so, we get that the building energy consumption
of this hotel in 2008 should be 714348.94 kgce whose
electricity use occupies 26.11% and gas use occupies
73.89%. In need of management, this hotel was equipped
with watt meters for partial departments and areas to
record and account energy computation separately. Please
see the all departments’ and areas’ electricity
consumption in 2008 in Table 10.

The gas consumption occupies a higher rate in its
building regular power consumption, because all of air
conditioners’ refrigeration and heating as well as hot
water do come from gas boilers.

Analyses on the hotel’s power saving potential: The
power consumption of this hotel came down every year,
but according to above-mentioned energy-consumed
equipment and relative analyses on consumption its
potential to save more energy needs further digging out.

Analyses on the power saving potential of illuminating
system: The illumination of its public territory mainly
comes from ornamental lamps, which means incandescent
lamps are the main light source while energy-saving
lamps are the second one. As for the guest rooms, the
incandescent lamps play the first role and the energy-
saving lamps play the second role too. From Table 1 we
get to know that the total setting capacity of incandescent
lamps comes to 96800 W, which takes 80.2% of total
installation capacity

C Effects of changing incandescent lamps to energy-
saving lamps: On the premise of meeting its star
classification requirements, we can translate 80% of
incandescent lamps into energy-saving lamps.
Inferring   from    the    calculation    that  one -watt

Table 11: Comparison of installation if 80% incandescent lamps are replaced by
energy saved lamps

Original illuminative facilities Existing illuminative facilities
------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------

No. Light Quantity Total power/W Light Quantity Total power/W
1 IL 40W 220 8800 IL 40 W 44 1760

EL8 W 176 1408
2 IL 25W 3520 88000 IL 40 W 704 28160

EL 8 W 2816 22528
Total 3740 96800 3740 53856

IL: Incandescent Lamp; EL: Energy-saving Lamp

brightness of an energy-saving lamp is 5 times to one-
watt brightness of a incandescent lamp, we could get
one 40-watt incandescent lamp can be replaced by one
8-watt energy-saving lamp and one 25-watt
incandescent lamp can be replaced by one 5-watt
energy-saving lamp. Therefore, the installation
capacity  will  change  as  the  Table  11 shows. The
Table 11 shows that if we change 80% incandescent
lamps to energy-saving lamps, the installation capacity
descends 42935 W. Thus we can say the energy-
saving effects are evidently clear.

C Intelligent illuminating controllers replace common
illuminating controllers. Infrared control switches are
installed in its big and small escape stairways. If all
switches in other corridors or other public illuminating
areas can be changed from the man-control type into
the intelligent control type, its drop in electricity
consumption will continue.

C Intelligent illuminating system substitutes for current
illuminating system. From its accomplishment in
1995, rebuilding in 1998 to new redecoration in 2003,
the illuminating system of the hotel failed to get fully
intelligent update, so its equipment and distribution
wires failed to be optimized and combined too. If the
intelligent update in illuminating system can go
together with further decoration in future, its
electricity consumption will drop obviously again. 

Analyses on energy-saving potential of air conditioning
system: From Table 3, the list of air conditioning system
facilities and Table 5, the boiler system facilities as well
as lists of other project settings, we find that the
consumption of air conditioning system took a highest
proportion in the building regular power consumption. 

C Air conditioners and other facilities can be
controled with convertible frequency: As for the
quantity of air conditioners’ control points, usually it
should reach over 50% of total control points (Tan,
2011). Its power consumption usually should be over
50% of total energy consumption. The regular energy
consumption of this hotel was 714348.94 kgce, in
which electricity consumption only reached 26.11%
and gas consumption reached 73.89%.
Convertible frequency control is not employed in the
device control system. At the turn of seasons, the
running  load of  all devices is in a light manner. For
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 example, in autumn-winter alternative days and
spring-summer alternative days, the air conditioning
system works in a light load. The convertible-
frequency energy saving is a kind of energy-saving
control that aims at a-light-load control system.
Nevertheless if we still use AC control system, its
energy consumption must be great.

C Lower the energy consumption throgh
maintenance and management: Daily maintenances
and management also may lower more energy
consumption. For instance, the insulation layer of hot
pipelines needs regular maintenance to avoid heat loss,
because reducing heat loss is equal to reducing energy
consumption. Moreover, the regular cleaning of water
system and exhaust system may guarantee that pipes
are unobstructed and have a lower inner pressure and
thereby we can reduce energy consumption. We can
still apply condensate water reclaim system or other
items in air conditioners and heat-supply system to
realize recycling and reusing the energy and so on. In
fact the success in reducing energy consumption
through one’s daily maintenance and management is
a presentation of a manager’s ability in management.

Heat insulation of exterior protected construction: The
external windows of this hotel are of double-glazing
(filmed glass) alloy windows, but their wall structure’s
heat insulation is weaker in function. If you want to
improve the thermal performance of building maintenance
structure’s heat insulation, you can use window frame and
take measures on buildings’ external sunshade and so on
(Ma and Wang, 2010). At the same time you should
advance buildings’ maintenance structure’s thermo
technical ability. For example, you can install the heat
insulation to exterior protected construction and choose
windows or doors with low heat transfer coefficient.
Reducing the window-and-wall ratio and their shape
coefficient is one of effective ways to cut down the
energy consumption too (Liu et al., 2009). Still you
should make a better virescence around the buildings so
that you can lessen the refrigeration duty from earth
reflection. 

Strengthen supervision and control: The monitoring to
building energy consumption composes of two parts. One
is about the statistics of energy consumption; the other is
real-time monitoring. Meticulous statistical indicators for
real-time monitoring of energy consumption will urge
problems’ discovering in power use process, pointing out
unreasonable energy-used cases in time and thereby find
out the factors which lead to high consumption. Thus we
can finally find energy-saving measures and proposals, so
that the performance of energy consumed system will get
better and operating factor of energy will get improved
(Zhang et al., 2011). 

Summery: Though we have had lots of new large scale
public buildings, we have more old ones that have been
established for about 20 years. It is impossible to push
those  buildings  over  especially  those  have
 historicallylong-standing existence. Via the analyses on
the energy consumption of Wu Yang hotel, we hope that
we can lead people to consider energy-saving measures in
old buildings’ reconstruction and redecoration and give
implement at last. As for those property managers who
work in large-scale public buildings, we hope they can
think up methods to reduce the energy consumption to
improve regular management and maintenance of
facilities at the angle of reducing management cost.
Especially for those who are engaged in study or
management of saving building energy, they can get some
good experience (Zhao et al., 2010) from the creation and
amendment of Germanic building energy saving road and
finally be able to level up their own abilities of
management in building energy saving. 
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